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APPRENDRE À ÊTRE UN LEADER DANS UN PROGRAMME DE  
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2.4 Leadership Development for College Leaders 
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3.1 WRITTEN PERSONAL STATEMENTS 
 










































3.2 ADMINISTRATION OF SLPI, PRIOR LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE,       
AND ACADEMICS 
?
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3.2.4  Reliability of SLPI 
Student Leadership Practice Inventory
Facilitators  Guide




























































































































































































































3.3 FOCUS GROUPS 
?

































































































































































PRESENTATION OF DATA 
SLPI, PRIOR LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE, ACADEMICS, AND GENDER 
DIFFERENCES 




















Summary of Participant Characteristics Surveyed 
Participants (N = 84) Surveyed in the 
Study 
    
? ? ? ??? ?
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Term N M SD F Sig df 
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Independent Sample T Test for Perceptions of Leadership by Gender 
   Females ? Males 
SLPI 
Dimensions 
    
N M SD 
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Analysis of Variance for Prior Leadership Experience and Grades in the 
Recreation Leadership I Course in Term I?
?
?  ???     
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EXPERIENCE N M SD 
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Figure 5. Scatterplot showing grades and leadership.    
 












































And Sig Model Inspire Challenge Enable Encourage 
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PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS: 
































































































































































































What Does Being an Effective Leader Mean to You? ??????
???????Responders (N = 29) 
No Code Descriptions At A Glance 
?? ??????? ?????????????????????????????????????

































Summary of Personal Statements by Females and Males Prior to Entry Spring 
2006 ( N = 29: F = Females: N = 21; M = Males: N = 8) 
 
? Codes ? ? ? ? ?
? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 Resp Goal Teach Listen Team Attitu People Confid 
F ????? ????? ????? ???? ???? ????? ???? ?????



























































Q1  How Do You Define Leadership? Comparison of Responses to Q1 by First 
Year Male and Female Focus Groups, Term II, Winter 2007(F = Females: 
N = 5; M=Males: N = 5) 
Codes 
? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
? Resp 
?
Goal Teach Listen Team 
?





















































Comparison of Gender Responses To Q1 by Pre-CRLT Program Spring 2006 
(S06) to First Year, Term II, Winter 2007 (W07) (F = Females; M = Males; 
Percentages are based on the number of actual responders in that code). 
? Codes        
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Comparison of Focus Group Responses to Q3 by Males and Females, First Year, 
Term II, Winter 2007 (F = Females:  N = 5; M = Males: N = 5) 
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Q6  Do you feel like you have gained some leadership qualities since you started 
































































5.3 FOCUS GROUPS - YEAR TWO 
 







Comparison of Responses to Q1 by Male and Female Focus Groups, Second 
Year, Term 1V, Winter 2007 (F = Females: N = 5; M=Males: N = 5) 
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Comparison of Second Year Responses (Q3) by Gender ?F = Females: N = 5; M 
= Males: N = 5) 
? Code         
? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 















































Q6  Do you feel like you have gained some leadership qualities since you 







































































































































Comparison of Responses to Q1 by Male and Female Focus Groups, Third Year, 
Term VI, Winter 2007(F = Females: N = 5; M=Males: N = 5) 
? Code         
? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

































































Summary Comparison of Q1 by Gender Pre CRLT:  Females ( N = 21) Males ( N 
= 8) 
Females ?N = 36?? ? ? Males (N =23? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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Summary of Total Responses by Gender and Comparison of Responses by Year?
?Total Responses: N=59; Pre CRLT Personal Statements: N = 29; Focus Group Q1: 
N = 30; 1st Yr: N = 10; 2nd Yr: N = 10; 3rd Yr: N = 10) 
? ?
Number of 
Responders ? Percentages of Responses 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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Comparison of Third Year Responders Across Codes by Gender (Q3). 
?F = Females: N = 5; M = Males: N = 5) 
 Code         
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

































































Summary of Male and Female Focus Groups’ Responses for Q3?(F =  Females: N = 
15; M =  Males: M  = 15) 
Q3. What do you think is the single most important quality of an effective leader??
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Q6 Do you feel like you have gained some leadership qualities since you started 






































Q7 Can you comment on how the Program has helped you develop your  






























































































DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 
 
6.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
?
????????????????????????????




































































































































































6.1.3  Does prior leadership experience result in better academic performance for 













































6.1.4  Is there a correlation between students’ first semester grades and their scores 
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This information is confidential. However, this information may be used for statistical 





























* Please complete this form and bring it with you to the interview. 
COMMUNITY RECREATION LEADERSHIP TRAINING 
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Q3, WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT  









Females  Responses and [code #] 
1 
professional attitude-towards his job; 'he knows what is the right time to do the right 
thing' [3]and ability of observation. 'He knows his people'. [7]added when asked to 
qualify professionalism- 'love his job and love to talk and communicate with people' 
[8]. You feel comfortable with him.(later added-"If you are a good listener you are 
approachable 'cuz people like to come to you".) 
2 
‘good listener’ [4]I think is the most important thing –to be a to listen to your group or 
the person (she qualified later that you learn about the person 
3 ‘approachable’. (indicated it was the same as #5)[3] 
4 
confidence’[8]. Because somebody who is extremely timid or anything won’t be as 
approachable as someone who is ‘outgoing’ and taker, takes risks and 
5 
‘approachable’ because a leader, a leader obviously has a lot of stuff on their plate 
and they know either a lot more they're more knowledgeable than the their peers 
under them, I don’t really mean under them but they're a leader for a reason-and if 
someone in the group needed 'help' or something or had a question than that person 
would have  to be approachable so that they  could go ask them or even in a group 
setting they weren’t too overpowering type thing.so that they're all on the same level 
but they still have that upper hand [3] 
1st Year 
Males Reponses and [code #] 
6 respect from his peers’[3]  
7 
confidence'-If you don’t feel confident with-with yourself how could people you trying 
to lead feel confident ...patience(added during discussion)[8] 
8 he has to respect his peers[5] 
9 
cool under fire...that kind of attitude whenever something goes wrong you can’t start 
panicking…looks to you for you know…exactly guidance (another person filled in the 
word and 9M agreed and he added-). …'You have to be a rock'.[8] 
10 
to persuade the people (clarified and 10M agreed it meant having 
'influence'[6]/..stood his ground (coach), (had hard time expressing what it was his 




























QUESTIONS FOR STUDENT FOCUS GROUPS 
?
These are meant to be open-ended questions whose wording and order may be 












































SAMPLE TRANSCRIPT OF FOCUS GROUPS 
 




Year 1 Male Focus Group Transcript: 
(Q. 6) - Do you feel that you have gained some leadership qualities since you 









































































































































































































SAMPLE ANALYSIS OF A FOCUS GROUP QUESTION 
 
(YEAR TWO FEMALES Q6) 
??
Appendix G 
Q6 Do you feel like you have gained some leadership qualities since you started 
our Program? Can you say something about this? 
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?? Apply Theory ?????????????????? ????????????????
???????????????????????????
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???????????????????minute (taking) the running of 
meeting (????????????????????a Plan B??????
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